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There are some provincial capi- absolutely novel strategy for suburbs have of the city's core. In Metro-Manitoba has the mak- logically or efficiently be located 
tals in Canada where capital sta- Winnipeg. While being a provin- the meantime, downtown fights ings of the province's major elsewhere. This structure would 
tus really counts and really seems cial capital may not have been for it life - down perhaps, but citistate, a sub-province specializ- do much to dissolve the prob-
to benefit the city in question, as important to the City in the past, not out - as long as it can attract ing in meeting Manitoba's met- lems currently being experienced 
is perhaps the case in places like making something more of this more fans and a wealthier ropolitan integration and global at the core of the City of 
Victoria, Quebec City and status as part of a "post-modern- (provincial) patron. If the down- outreach needs - a position Winnipeg. 
Regina. But there are others - ization" of the provincial/munici- town area goes down, the city which best corresponds to what 
perhaps Toronto, Halifax, and St. pal machinery could be a big part can't be far behind; and if the might be a better postmodern Though Winnipeg is not at all 

John's, for example - where capi- of Winnipeg's future. It is per- city proper declines further, the interpretation of a capital. The notable as a provincial capital, it 
tal status hardly registers on their haps time for Winnipegers to province will not be far behind. old inaugural "postage stamp may actually be well-placed to 
political and economic "screens." acknowledge their diminished What to do? province" boundaries could be lead a post-modernization of the 
Winnipeg is clearly in the latter influence as a continental revived as an interim boundary. very concept of a "provincial 
category, with no "perhaps" metropolis, and to pay much Whereas many provincial capitals The existing municipalities, capital." The present analysis 
about it! more attention to their very are distinct minorities in their including - especially - the City may also apply to other cities, 

"provincial" context. From a provincial contexts, in virtually all of Winnipeg, could be recon- such as Toronto or Halifax, where 
This may have been natural and planning perspective, the major re·spects (except geographic area) structed, from above, into neigh- provincial capital status has never 
understandable in Winnipeg's problems currently facing "Winnipeg" is, in effect, approxi- bourhoods and districts based on figured prominently. A group of 
early decades, when it enjoyed Winnipeg are occurring at both mately two-thirds of "Manitoba" existing more localized alle- notable Torontonians has been 
unequalled growth as a provin- its flanks and its core. If - and this characterization is giances (re-constituted as "con- working on a "Charter for 
cial centre, when it was expected Winnipeg could re-conceive itself even more pronounced if vivialities," to succeed the cur- Toronto" that would give the city 
to become the "Chicago of the as "Metro-Manitoba" (the Winnipeg is conceived in city- rent municipalities). Such a shift greater autonomy from Ontario, 
North," when Manitoba was metropolis that "caps" region or metropolitan terms. might unleash the pent-up and some Cape Breton folks have 
touted as a future rival of Manitoba) and re-situate its core Indeed, it is the only metropoli- energy of citizens, who have shown an inclination to "do a 
Ontario. But it makes absolutely as the provincial "Capitol tan area in the province, easily been relegated to the role of cus- P.E.1." Could Montreal, or 

no sense today. Winnipeg is now District" (as Manitoba's "down- meriting characterization as tomers and taxpayers under the Vancouver Island, or many more 
more like a "have-not" city in a town"), these two problem-sets "Metro-Manitoba," with all the current system, and usher in a city-regions or sub-provinces, be 
"have-not" province, scrambling might begin to be resolved. "sub-province" attributes that new era driven by community far behind such examples -
desperately just to maintain its this might imply. Continuing this civics rather than by corporate should they gain some momen-
current, rather "flat" population The problem at the city's flanks "re-constituting" line of thinking, economics. This re-structuring tum? 
trend, and to exorcise the spectre has been approached lately Metro-Manitoba can be seen to would do much to dissolve the 
of becoming the first "Detroit of through efforts - led by the be strongly differentiated from current problems experienced on Perhaps a round of "sub-
the North." Its star has been in Province, tolerated by the City - the two other "sub-provinces": the flanks of the City of province-building," one in keep-
decline for most of the twentieth to develop and apply a Capital the mainly rural, agricultural and Winnipeg. And it would be ing with the metropolitan and 
century. Other centres farther Region Strategy. The exercise has southern "Agro-Manitoba," and Metro-Manitoba that would regional realities of the twenty-
west have steadily eroded succeeded mostly in demonstrat- the largely aboriginal and very "cap" the province under this first century, should be addressed 
Winnipeg's initially expansive ing how small to negligible the northern "Abo-Manitoba." scenario - but what would "cap" by a new generation of city-
hinterland; Calgary, in particular, constituency is for the notion of it? region-planners. Such a new 

has eclipsed Winnipeg as the a "Capital Region." A political The existing structure and form provincialism, powering a new 

dominant commercial metropolis stalemate seems to have been of Manitoba are now almost At the centre of Metro-Manitoba "provincialization" of Canada, 

of the Prairies. The city has the main outcome, with inter- ninety years out of date, and are would be a district, located in the could stave off what is possibly 

steadily slipped in rank, from municipal competition crowding overdue for a complete make- current downtown and legisla- more likely at present, namely its 

I 
third largest Canadian city in the out the case for the intra- over. The City of Winnipeg could ture area, that would explicitly Americanization. The Winnipegs 

early twentieth century to eighth regional collaboration that might lead the charge, as part of a con- belong to everyone, whether of Canada cannot afford to be 
_,,. 

largest today. The effective "hin- better serve the larger provincial certed post-modernization effort Metro-, Agro- or Abo- too complacent about re-think-

terland" of Winnipeg is now interest. that would also necessarily entail Manitoban. This could be con- ing and re-positioning them-

much smaller - perhaps only a re-inventing itself according to a ceived as a Capitol District similar selves to "capitalize" their situa-

fraction of the current "keystone The problems in the city's core "closer-to-the-citizenry" neigh- to the District of Columbia in the tions by aiming for a more 

province" of Manitoba, focused have been approached lately bourhood-based system of gov- U.S., where the higher-level ser- province-like status, in a more 

on the area defined by the initial through tri-partite inter-govern- ernance. And the make-over vice expectations and needs of all jurisdictionally-diversified 

tiny "postage stamp" form of mental extravaganzas (e.g., the could be rationalized by the fact Manitobans could be met, draw- Confederated Citistates of 

the province. Core Area Initiatives and the that for most Manitobans (the ing on the resources of all Canada. As with the best "capi-

Winnipeg Development residents of the current Capital Manitobans for its maintenance tal" investments, it could be very 
I. There is remarkably little of sub- Agreement). These seem to have Region) the most redundant cur- and development. The vision is much in their "interest." 

stance to say about Winnipeg as succeeded mainly in demonstrat- rent level of government is the one of a Manitoba Capitol 

a provincial capital. And, surpris- ing the apparently chronic nature provincial one as presently con- Authority operating at the heart 

ing as it may seem, actually capi- of the underlying problems, stituted. of the current City of Winnipeg, 

talizing on its status as a provin- while helping to entrench the maintaining assets that serve the 

cial capital would be an poor perception that those in the whole province and that cannot 
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